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Abstract
Basic elements of the perturbative QCD approach to multipar-
ticle production in hard processes are discussed.
Instead of Introduction
I had a hard time writing these lectures. You will have a hard time reading them.
Don't take it as the author's fault: it is rather part of the author's design.
I met in Dubna young experimenters, eager to learn. Some of them would ask not
just \How probable is it to have this-and-that", but the most clever questions such as
\Why on earth..." or \How come that..." or even \How could I estimate the fraction of
such-and-such events". Those students are to blame for what follows.
Hearing things and an easy reading can only give an illusion of understanding. To
really learn the game one should try playing.
The present course was designed as a dull introduction into the realm of quarks and
gluons as QCD partons. We shall discuss why and to which extent an entirely classical
probabilistic language of partons is applicable to the analysis of multiparticle production
in quantum eld theory in the rst place. We shall spend quite some time with the basic
ingredients of the QCD parton picture: the nature of logarithmically enhanced contribu-
tions to high-order hard interaction cross sections; the notion of parton evolution; and the
problem of coherence eects due to quantum interference, which reveals itself in a clever
choice of the \evolution time". We shall study the main building blocks: parton splitting
functions, all-order double logarithmic form factors, the running coupling.
Scanning through the text, you will occasionally see some formula-free pages. Don't
rush in there. I believe these lectures may help you to develop physical intuition and
to learn to apply it for practically producing interesting, reliable back-of-an-envelope
estimates. To get there, however, you had better prepare yourself to a slow reading and
keep a pencil and a (A4) notepad at hand.
You will nd quite a few Exercises and Problems on the way. The former are to
train your hand in performing typical calculations; the latter will require activation of
grey cells prior to a hand. Try them. Don't hurry up to the solutions supplied.
Good luck. May the colour force be with you.
Lecture 1. BASICS OF BREMSSTRAHLUNG
We start our excursion with a survey of the process of soft photon radiation ac-
companying hard scattering of an electron, that is the QED bremsstrahlung. Speaking
of a hard process (scattering, interaction, etc.) one means a process in which a charged







The main characters of the rst lecture will be Electrons and Photons (with Quarks
and Gluons explicitly appearing only on special occasions when QCD subtleties come onto
the stage). It is implied that all conclusions we shall arrive at considering basic properties
of QED bremsstrahlung hold in the QCD context as well, that is when soft gluon radiation
is concerned.
Consider electron scattering o an external eld V accompanied by the emission
of a photon with the 4-momentum k. The radiation amplitude is described by the two













Figure 1: Feynman graphs for radiation accompanying scattering of a charge
Applying Feynman rules we get for these two contributions
M




































where V stands for the vertex of the interaction with the external eld. The next step is to










) = 0 : (1.2)


































































































Depending on the nature of the underlying scattering process, the vertex V may aect
electron polarization states, i.e. may have a spinor structure. Therefore we have carefully
kept the V -factors at their proper places according to the Feynman rules for the amplitude
(1.1).
Such a precaution is necessary, however, only for the  term, while the rst, main,
contribution to (1.4) simply provides the scattering vertex V with a scalar (with respect




















The reason to call j

the main contribution is seen from the way the amplitude scales


















This clearly makes j





. The origin of the
soft radiation factor (1.5) is purely classical. Let us verify this by considering scattering
of a charge in the framework of the classical theory of electromagnetic radiation.
1.1 Classical Consideration
From classical eld theory we know that it is the acceleration of a charge that causes
electromagnetic radiation. Electromagnetic current participating in eld formation in the














































we denote the moment in time when the scattering occurs and the velocity
abruptly changes. To achieve a Lorentz-covariant description one adds to (1.7a) an equa-
tion for the propagation of the charge-density D to be treated as the zero-component of
































The emission amplitude for a eld component with 4-momentum (!;
~
k ) is proportional




















































































































































































are the angles between the direction of the photon momentum and that of the
corresponding (initial/nal) charge.






























we observe that the classical 4-vector \potential" (1.10a), as expected, is identical to the
quantum amplitude j

(1.5), apart from an overall phase factor exp(i!t
0
). The latter is
irrelevant for calculating the observable cross section (see, however, section 1.10).
We conclude that the classical consideration gives the correct accompanying ra-
diation pattern in the soft-photon limit. This is natural because in such circumstances
(negligible recoil) it is legitimate to keep charges moving along their classical trajectories,
which remain unperturbed in the course of sending away radiation.
1.2 Radiation Cross Section
To obtain the dierential cross section you have to




2. square it and supply it with a proper phase-space factor and






































The sum runs over two physical polarization states of the real photon, described by
















= 0 ;  ; 
0
= 1; 2 :
Within these conditions the polarization vectors may be chosen dierently. As you know
fairly well, such an uncertainty does not aect physical observables (gauge invariance).
















The latter, however, can be dropped due to the current conservation (a direct consequence







; k)  k

= 0 : (1.13)
Exercise E.1 Check that the current conservation condition is separately sat-
ised by j- and -terms of the on-mass-shell amplitude (1.4). Verify




As a result, one may simply replace (1.12) by the unit 4-tensor, thus reducing the
problem to calculating the Lorentz-square of the original vector amplitude,





(This is equivalent to summing over all four polarizations: two physical and two \longi-
tudinal" | non-contributing| ones in the Feynman gauge.)





















  !d! ; (1.14)
where the bracketed terms are process-dependent.














because of the main classical piece.
1.3 Soft Factorization, Antennas, Multiple Radiation
Thus, the cross section with emission of a photon is given, in the soft approxima-
tion, by the product of the non-radiative scattering cross section and the accompanying












































Soft Factorization is an essence of the celebrated soft bremsstrahlung theorem, for-
mulated by Low in 1956 for the case of scalar charged particles and later generalized by
Barnett and Kroll to charged fermions. The very classical nature of soft radiation makes
it universal with respect to intrinsic quantum properties of participating objects and the
nature of the underlying scattering process: it is only the classical movement of electro-
magnetic charges that matters. In particular, (1.16) does not depend on electron spin and
holds beyond the Born approximation for the scattering cross section.
There is nothing special about the electron scattering we have chosen as an example:


























where the contributions to the total current due to all initial and nal particles, weighted















= 0, so that one may employ
an arbitrary gauge or the physical polarization technique to calculate the accompanying
photon production.





















often referred to as a two-particle antenna. In the relativistic limit when particle masses






= 0, this expression is inversely proportional to the invariant

















This quantity becomes the actual transverse momentum in a reference frame where i and

















 1   cos 
ij
: (1.19)
This distribution is responsible for the logarithmic (collinear) enhancement of the emission



























If the relative angle between the charges happens to be numerically small, a
ij
 1,
radiation at angles exceeding 
ij















Multiple Photons. As long as photon emission produces no essential recoil upon particle
momenta, the classical current (1.17) may be repetitively used to construct multiple soft
photon ensembles.
1.4 Soft Gluon Bremsstrahlung
Turning to the QCD case one meets no diculty in producing a soft gluon to
accompany quark scattering o an external colourless (sic!) eld (back to Fig. 1). The
Lorentz-structure of photon-electron and gluon-quark interactions is identical. Therefore




for  with C
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However, the very next step | radiation of one extra gluon | is very dierent from a
simple repetition of the rst emission, as was the case for the \Abelian" photon. Even
without producing any substantial recoil upon quark momenta, sending away the rst
gluon drastically changes the colour topology of the system. The gluon carries \colour
charge" by itself and therefore is bound to play a double role: that of \radiation" and,
at the same time, that of \radiator" with respect to the next-generation (softer) gluons.
Thus one would expect multiple QCD-radiation patterns to be much more complicated
than the QED-picture discussed above.
Such a pessimistic expectation indeed comes true when the algebra of non-commu-
ting \colour charges" gets its full strength in calculating radiation probabilities. However, a
transparent QED-motivated technology can still be applied to the construction of multiple
soft-gluon radiation amplitudes.
Soft Insertion Rules is the name for the corresponding technique invented and beau-
tifully described by Bassetto, Ciafaloni and Marchesini. It is based on a repetitive use of





. To do that one has to pick up the softest gluon and treat the quarks, antiquarks and
the harder gluons as an ensemble of radiating \colour charges".
In practice, the soft gluon approximation is extremely important for studying mean
particle multiplicities and particle ows in multijet events: it is gluons with !  Q that
determine the bulk of the parton content of QCD jets.
The Soft-Insertion-Rule technique is exploited when the manifestation of QCD
coherence in string/drag eects in inter-jet particle ows is studied.
1.5 Independent and Coherent Radiation
In the rest of this lecture we will study in detail the basic properties of soft brems-
strahlung determined by the classical current (1.5).
Turning back to Fig. 1 we now address the following question: Can one say which
part of radiation is due to the initial charge and which is due to the nal one?
The expression (1.16) for the accompanying radiation factor dN does not provide a
satisfactory answer, since in the Feynman-gauge the result is dominated by the interference






























There is a way, however, to give a reasonable answer to the above question. To do that
one has to sacrice simplicity of the Feynman-gauge calculation and recall the original
expression (1.11) for the cross section in terms of physical photon polarizations. It is
natural to choose the so-called radiative gauge based on the three-vector potential
~
A,
with the scalar component set to zero, A
0
 0. Our photon is then described by (real)













k ) = 0 : (1.20)




































with ;  the 3-dimensional indices. We now substitute the current in the form of (1.10)











































































































The R contributions can be looked upon as being due to independent radiation o initial
and nal charges, while the J term accounts for interference between them.
Such an interpretation should be taken with a pinch of salt since the very extraction
of \independent" radiation is, generally speaking, reference-frame- (and gauge-) depen-
dent. In particular, it looks as if we have lost Lorentz invariance by explicitly introducing
3-velocities and angles.
Exercise E.2 Verify Lorentz invariance of the total emission probability (1.23).
The output of the exercise E.2 is an identity between (1.23a) and the square of the




















Exercise E.3 Derive an alternative expression for the soft radiation probability



























1.5.1 \Independent" Radiation (-decay at rest)
Our convention to refer to R (1.23b) as an independent radiation o a charge may
be illustrated by the example when only one charge gets accelerated. To this end consider
















































with  the angle between the photon and the electron. In the 3-body kinematics, the
velocity of the nal charge may be very dierent. It varies from a non-relativistic electron
(accompanied by back-to-back neutrinos carrying away practically all decay energy) up to







(collinear  pair). Correspondingly, the angular
patterns of accompanying soft radiation and the total photon emission probability are
quite dierent.
Non-relativistic Suppression. Radiation vanishes as v
2
1
for small electron velocities,
v
1
 1. This property is often referred to as the dipole suppression. Radiation intensity





increasing, the denominator of (1.26) enters the game and shifts the maxi-
mum of the angular distribution towards the electron momentum direction. The \Brems-

































































 1 : (1.27b)







The Dead Cone (or \Dead Zone", if you like it better): vanishing of the soft radiation
intensity in the very forward direction (sin =0; ~v
?
=0).
These are the basic properties of \independent" emission.



































; with v = tanh  :
(1.28b)










 sinh  :
1.5.2 \Coherent" Radiation (neutron -decay)
In the case of two moving charges all three terms of (1.23) are at work. Hereafter



















































One might have in mind the original electron scattering example or a neutral meson decay,




. To be a bit more general let us allow our two charges to have dierent




plus a neutral ~
e
(for us |
a tool to vary the ep kinematics).
Problem P.5 Calculate the dierential energy spectrum of soft radiation pro-


















= I(u) ; (1.30a)









The total radiation intensity is given by the same characteristic function I as dened in
(1.28b). Now it depends on the \relative velocity" u related to the Minkovskian 4-angle
 between the particle momenta by (1.30b).
1.6 Relativistic Bremsstrahlung
In what follows we shall be mainly interested in relativistic kinematics in which the
collinear enhancement of bremsstrahlung amplitudes leads to high probability of parton
splitting and results in multiple QCD cascades. Bearing this in mind let us simplify the
problem by restricting ourselves to the v
i
! 1 limit. We immediately notice that the
\independent" and interference terms behave dierently: hR
i
i increase logarithmically
with energy according to (1.30), while the interference contribution to the total radiation
intensity has a nite limit.






the interference term (1.23c)
gets enhanced much weakly than the independent radiation (1.23b):
J /






















































From this point of view J may be treated as a non-singular function of angles as far as
its contribution to the total radiation intensity is concerned. At the same time, it is the
interference that causes azimuthal asymmetry of soft accompanying radiation around the
charge direction and makes QCD jets look \lop-sided".
1.6.1 Relativistic Independent Radiation
In the relativistic limit, v
1






































  2 1 : (1.31)
The main logarithmic contribution here comes from the angular region (1.27b) dened
above as the bremsstrahlung cone.
1.6.2 Beware of the Dead Zone!
One of the two subtraction units in (1.31) has a somewhat specic origin. It comes






Indeed, let us notice that if we were rst to take the v
1
! 1 limit of the integrand




















1   cos 
1


























  1 : (1.32b)
This answer lacks one subtraction unity as compared to the exact (1.31).
The solution of the puzzle is quite simple. The squared single-charge contribution
to the classical current j




















































This eect is absent (or, better, usually gets lost) in the QCD context when one deals with
light (\massless") quarks, since such parametrically small radiation angles correspond to














, deep inside the forbidden
non-perturbative region. Notice however that for bremsstrahlung o heavy quarks c; b; t
this eect must be taken full care of.
To outline this subtlety we shall hereafter make a distinction between those two






































Here  1 is a plain number due to large angles  1, while  


1 stands for the dead
cone subtraction eect (which one disregards in the perturbative treatment of the gluon
emission o light quarks).
1.6.3 How does Interference aect Radiation Intensity?
A formal answer to this question is straightforward since we have already found




































-dependence is hidden here in the invariant \relative velocity" u. Therefore such
an answer would not completely satisfy our curiosity about an impact of the interference
contribution J upon the radiation pattern.
As we have noticed above, the angular integral of the interference term converges








































  1 : (1.35)
Exercise E.7 Verify (1.35) using the relativistic approximation for (1.34).
Now we are in a position to discuss the most important property of soft radiation
that stems from interference eects: the \angular ordering".























2 + O(1  v
i
) : (1.36)



























Let us apply (1.36) to our original electron-scattering process. For potential scattering

































































































If the initial and nal charges were acting independently, then, according to (1.31), one

























The dierence is due to the interference term (1.35):













































This is more than a mere coincidence.
1.7 Splitting Two-Particle Antenna Pattern





































































Here we adopted the short notation (1.19) and embraced 2=a
i
ratios to remind you that
































  (1  cos 
1
) :



























































































































































































, is that only the
former (the latter) is singular at 
i
= 0 (correspondingly, 
k
= 0) and therefore may be
looked upon as \belonging to" the particle i (k).




depends only on the polar angle 
i
between the photon and the radiating particle i. The direction of the other charge enters
through the second factor T
ik
, which explicitly contains a
k























). As a result, the angular functions T
ik
have the following remarkable
property: strict Angular Ordering.
Exercise E.8 Show that azimuth average of T
ik
with respect to photon mo-































































The angular integration of (1.45) is now trivial and we get the known result back in an









































































1.8 Suppression of Large Radiation Angles. Fingerspitzgefuhl.
What is the reason for radiation at angles exceeding the scattering angle to be sup-
pressed? Let us try our physical intuition and consider semi-classically how the radiation
process really develops.
A physical electron is a charge surrounded by its proper Coulomb eld. In quantum
language the Lorentz-contracted Coulomb-disk attached to a relativistic particle may be
treated as consisting of photons virtually emitted and, in due time, reabsorbed by the
core charge. Such virtual emission and absorption processes form a coherent state which
we call a physical electron (\dressed" particle).
This coherence is partially destroyed when the charge experiences an impact. As
a result, a part of intrinsic eld uctuations gets released in the form of real photon
radiation: the bremsstrahlung cone in the direction of the initial momentum develops. On
the other hand, the deected charge now leaves the interaction region as a \half-dressed"
object with its proper eld-coat lacking some eld components (eventually those that were
lost at the rst stage). In the process of regenerating the new Coulomb-disk adjusted to
the nal-momentum direction, an extra radiation takes place giving rise to the second
bremsstrahlung cone.
Now we need to be more specic to nd out which momentum components of the
electromagnetic coat do actually take leave of absence.
A typical time interval between emission and reabsorption of the photon k by
the initial electron p
1
may be estimated as the Lorentz-dilated lifetime of the virtual




































The uctuation time (1.46) may become macroscopically large for small photon energies
! and enters as a characteristic parameter in a number of QED processes. As an example,
let us mention the so called Landau-Pomeranchuk eect | suppression of soft radiation
o a charge that experiences multiple scattering propagating through a medium. Quanta
with too large a wavelength get not enough time to be properly formed before successive
scattering occurs, so that the resulting bremsstrahlung spectrum behaves as dN / d!=
p
!
instead of the standard logarithmic d!=! distribution.
The characteristic time scale (1.46) responsible for this and many other radiative
phenomena is often referred to as the formation time.
Now imagine that within this interval the core charge was kicked by some external
interaction and has changed direction by some 
s
. Whether the photon will be reabsorbed
or not depends on the position of the scattered charge with respect to the point where
the photon was expecting to meet it \at the end of the day". That is, we need to compare








































































that can notice the charge being displaced
and thus the coherence of the state being disturbed. Therefore only the radiation at angles
smaller than the scattering angle actually emerges. The other eld components have too
large a wavelength and are easily reabsorbed as if there were no scattering at all.
So what counts is a change in the current, which is sharp enough to be noticed by
the \to-be-emitted" quantum within the characteristic formation/eld-uctuation time
(1.46) of the latter.
Radiation at large angles has too short a formation time to become aware of the
acceleration of the charge. No scattering | no radiation.
The same argument applies to the dual process of production of two opposite
charges (decay of a neutral object, vacuum pair production, etc.). The only dierence
is that now one has to take for ~r not a displacement between the initial and the nal
charges, but the actual distance between the produced particles (spatial size of a dipole),
to be compared with the radiation wavelength.
1.9 Quark Scattering. How Many Bremsstrahlung Cones?
Both the qualitative arguments of the previous section and the quantitative analysis
of the two-particle antenna pattern apply to the QCD process of gluon emission in the
course of quark scattering. So two gluon-bremsstrahlung cones with the opening angles
restricted by the scattering angle 
s
would be expected to appear.
There is an important subtlety, however. In the QED case it was deection of an
electron that changed the e.m. current and caused photon radiation. In QCD there is
another option, namely to \repaint" the quark. Rotation of the colour state would aect
the colour current as well and, therefore, must lead to gluon radiation irrespectively of
whether the quark-momentum direction has changed or not.
This is what happens when a quark scatters o a colour eld. To be specic, one
may consider as an example two channels of Higgs production in hadron-hadron colli-





! H and the gluon-gluon fusion gg ! H (see Fig. 2). Since the typical momen-
tum transfer is large, of the order of the Higgs mass, ( t)  M
2
H
, Higgs production is a




' jtj =s  M
2
H
=s. As far as the accompanying gluon radiation is concerned,
the two subprocesses dier with respect to the nature of the \external eld", which is
colourless for the W -exchange and colourful for the gluon fusion.
We do know the answer for the gluon radiation accompanying the rst subprocess:
each colliding quark gives rise to a pair of bremsstrahlung cones with opening angles

s
, while radiation at large angles   
s








Figure 2: WW and gluon-gluon fusion graphs for Higgs production
contribution of one of the quarks (with the initial momentum p
1










































































. Parton multiplication nally results in hadronic accompaniment.
Emission angles are related to pseudorapidity,










The -distribution of accompanying hadrons will have the structure of a quasi-diractive





regions. The total rapidity span is 
tot
' ln s, so that for suciently large s a \hole" in the










As for the gluon-fusion subprocess, some colour algebra will be needed to quanti-
tatively describe its structure.
Problem P.9 Calculate the angular distribution of gluon radiation accompa-
















J ) : (1.48b)
The rst term of (1.48b) is identical to (1.48a) and responsible for two standard \forward"
cones. An additional contribution proportional to the gluon colour charge is given by the





















, and, at the same time,
























































Thus we conclude that the third complementary bremsstrahlung cone emerges. It basically
corresponds to radiation at angles larger than the scattering angle and its intensity is
proportional to the colour charge of the t-channel exchange.
As a result, hadronic accompaniment for the gluon-fusion subprocess should reveal




) all over the rapidity range,
in sharp contrast with the case of the colourless W -exchange.
We could have guessed without actually performing a laborious calculation of
(1.48b) that at large angles the gluon radiation is related to the gluon colour charge.
As far as large emission angles  
s
are concerned, one may identify the directions of
























































as a proper colour charge.
Angular Ordering in Space-Like Parton Evolution. The fact that it is the t-channel
exchange that determines the intensity of large-angle bremsstrahlung is of a very general
nature and holds irrespectively of particularities of participating partons. Indeed, consider
the most general case of incoming particle (quark, gluon, coloured diquark or whatever)
splitting, on some external eld V , into a bunch of partons with small relative angles as
shown in Fig. 3.
If M is the basic scattering amplitude, then the amplitude with emission of an





























with a the colour index of the gluon and T
a
the generators of the colour group representa-




























































































































































Figure 3: Interference between initial- and nal-state radiation o a narrow bunch of par-
tons leads to large-angle bremsstrahlung as if produced by the virtual t-channel exchange
parton.
Angular Ordered Time-Like Parton Cascades. Property of Angular Ordering (AO)
allows to incorporate soft gluon interference eects in the Monte Carlo simulations of
partonic cascades in a probabilistic way. For the case of a multiparton system with n hard
emitters (i = 1 : : : n) the full soft radiation pattern P (


















which looks as a sum of independent emission probabilities.
1.10 \Delayed" Scattering as Means of Separating Independent and
Coherent Radiation
Till now we were dealing with particle scattering/production as instant processes.
Such they usually are (compared to typical formation times). Nevertheless, let us imagine
that our electron in Fig. 1 is delayed by some nite t =  \in the V -vertex". For example,
as if some metastable state was formed with characteristic lifetime  =  
 1
.
In such a case one would have to take into consideration an extra longitudinal





















for radiation at >
s
to be coherently suppressed would
imply an additional restriction  < !
 1
to be satised. For large enough values of the
delay time,   E
 1
, this new condition seriously aects radiation with comparatively
large energies ! > 
 1
(but still soft in the overall energy scale, !  E
i
). Such photons
acquire suciently large resolutions for coherence to be completely destroyed by the delay.
Therefore they are bound to form two independent bremsstrahlung cones even for 
s
=0.
So we would expect the accompanying radiation pattern to be that of the coher-
ent antenna R
coher.
for softer radiation, 
 1





for relatively hard photons, 
 1
< !  E.
This qualitative expectation has a nice quantitative approval:
Problem P.10 Generalize the soft radiation pattern (1.24) for the case when a
charged particle experiences delay before being scattered.
The result (see below, eq. (5.12)) may be written as amixture of independent and coherent




















(!) acts as a \switch": for long-wave radiation (!  )! 1 and the standard coherent
antenna pattern appears; vice versa, for large frequencies (!   ) ! 0, and coherence
between charges is dashed away, as we expected.
Soft Photons and theW -Width. This simple phenomenon nds an intriguing practically









pair is produced. An intermediate boson has a nite life-time,   ' 2 GeV,
and decays either leptonically or into a quark pair producing two hadron jets at the end











Therefore one meets exactly the same \delayed acceleration" scenario as applied
to the nal-state currents. As a result, eq. (1.50) describes the photon radiation accom-





In particular, invoking relativistic expressions (1.33) and (1.36) for angular inte-
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are velocities of nal charged leptons (e;  or  ). The main \collinear"




 1 are naturally ! and 
12
independent.
A non-trivial !-dependence comes together with the functional dependence on
the angle 
12
between the leptons. This suggests a programme of measuring the prole
function 
 
by studying the 
12
variation of the total radiation yield.





Problem P.11 Show that coherent eects do not change the mean total photon
multiplicity of the event sample, but only redistribute radiation inten-
sity between events with dierent angles 
12
between nal leptons.
The !-dependent term in (1.51) enhances the accompanying photon multiplicity for large
values of 
12
and, vice versa, acts destructively if the angle between leptons happens to
be below the critical value
cos
crit










Problem P.12 Study how the destructive interference aects photon emission
o collinear lepton pair. Suggest back-of-envelope explanation of the






When one of the W -bosons (or both of them) decay hadronically, the situation slightly





, so that the structure of nal currents becomes more complicated.





pair and the nal-state particles/jets.
However, these complications do not alter the main conclusion: a general angular








process is quite sensitive to
the !=  ratio. In particular, dependence of the total photon yield on kinematics of the
W -decays, azimuthal asymmetry of photons around nal jet directions, even asymmetry




Lecture 2. LEADING LOGS
Large logarithmic corrections to various characteristics of high-energy processes are
usually said to exponentiate. This does not necessarily imply that the nal expressions
are bound to be exponents (one often meets modied Bessels and occasionally even such
a nasty thing as the function of a parabolic cylinder). Rather, the word \exponentiation"




























that appear in the n
th
order of perturbative expansion may be resummed into expressions
that are functions (sometimes, exponential) of less singular terms. Here Q stands for
large dimensionless parameter(s) of the problem. For example, there may be just one











or a handful of large ratios that enter (2.1a) in dierent combinations in the inclusive














Q+ : : :
Q =W=M
Q


















Q which may eventually exceed unity with Q increasing. As a result, all orders of
perturbation theory become equally important and should be taken care of simultaneously.
From the rst sight such a programme looks hopeless since the coecients c
n
of
the series (2.1) are, generally speaking, functions of other parameters of the problem and
have to be found order by order for arbitrarily large n. The very fact that the all-order
logarithmic asymptotes can be written down in a closed form and, more than that, that
they a posteriori prove to be quite simple, follows from the statement that constitutes a
eld-theoretical \article of faith":
A logarithm is not a function but a signal of simple underlying physics.
In our context this simplicity has to do with the classical nature of
{ soft enhancement of bremsstrahlung amplitudes (\infrared" singularities) and
{ collinear enhancement of basic 1! 2 parton splitting amplitudes (or \mass" singu-
larities).
As a result, the leading logarithmic asymptotes can be found without performing laborious
calculations. It suces to invoke an intuitively clear picture of parton cascades described
in probabilistic fashion in terms of sequential independent elementary parton branchings.
In the next lecture, we shall apply our knowledge about soft bremsstrahlung to
construct the exponential DL Sudakov form factors that suppress exclusive scattering
amplitudes and reveal themselves, under certain circumstances, in inclusive observables
as well.
Whether the main enhanced terms are Double Logarithmic (DL) as in (2.1a) or
Single Logarithmic (SL), (2.1b), depends on the nature of the problem under focus. The
very distinction between DL and SL asymptotic regimes is often elusive. To illustrate the
latter statement one may recall the QCD analysis of structure functions describing deep
inelastic scattering (DIS), the subject to be discussed in detail later on in this lecture.
DIS (Q
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Here x is the Bjorken variable and 
2




(x)j  1. However, in the quasi-elastic limit of x ! 1, when the
































and the problem turns out to be DL. Another important example of such a permutation
has to do with the opposite limit of numerically small x. In this region the dominant
contribution comes from sea-quark pairs copiously produced via gluon cascades, and the




































the modied Bessel function.












 1 ; (2:3b) = \Regge" limit :
2.1 Puzzle of DIS, Puzzle of Partons and QCD
Let us invoke the deep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering as a standard example of
the PT-resummation programme.





from an incident electron (muon, neutrino) to the target proton, which then breaks up into











s = 2(Pq) ;
one writes the invariant mass of the produced hadron system which measures inelasticity
of the process as
W
2












with x the Bjorken variable. The cross section of the process depends on two variables:
Q
2
and x. For the case of elastic lepton-proton scattering one has x=1 and it is natural























is the standard Rutherford cross section for e.m. scattering o a
point charge and f
el
stands for the elastic proton form factor.
For inclusive inelastic cross section one can write an analogous expression by in-
troducing an inelastic proton \form factor" which now depends on both the momentum
transfer Q
2

















What kind of Q
2
-behaviour of the form factors (2.4) could one expect in the Bjorken limit
Q
2
!1? Quantum mechanics tells us how the Q
2
-behaviour of the electromagnetic form
















For a point charge (~r) = 
3
(~r), it is obvious that f  1. On the contrary, for a smooth
charge distribution f(Q
2
) falls with increasing Q
2
, the faster the smoother  is. Experimen-
tally, the elastic e-p cross section does decrease with Q
2





) decays as a large power of Q
2
). Does this imply that (~r) is indeed regular
so that there is no well-localized | point-charge inside a proton? If it were the case, the
inelastic form factor would decay as well in the Bjorken limit: a tiny photon with the
characteristic size  1=Q ! 0 would penetrate through a \smooth" proton like a knife
through butter, inducing neither elastic nor inelastic interactions.




practically constant with Q
2
, that is, the inelastic cross section (with a given inelasticity)
is similar to the Rutherford cross section (Bjorken scaling). It looks as if there was a point-
like scattering in the guts of it, but in a rather strange way: it results in inelastic break-
up dominating over the elastic channel. Quite a paradoxical picture emerged; Feynman-
Bjorken partons came to the rescue.
Imagine that it is not the proton itself that is a point-charge-bearer, but some
other guys (quark-partons) inside it. If those constituents were tightly bound to each
other, the elastic channel would be bigger than, or comparable with, the inelastic one: an
excitation of the parton that takes an impact would be transferred, with the help of rigid
links between partons, to the proton as a whole, leading to the elastic scattering or to the
formation of a quasi-elastic nite-mass system (N,  or so), 1 x 1.










) one has instead to view the
parton ensemble as a loosely bound system of quasi-free particles. Only under these cir-
cumstances does knocking o one of the partons inevitably lead to deep inelastic breakup,
with a negligible chance of reshuing the excitation among partons.
The parton model, forged to explain the DIS phenomenon, was intrinsically para-
doxical by itself. In sixties and seventies, there was no other way of discussing particle
interactions but in the eld-theoretical framework, where it remains nowadays. But all re-
liable (renormalizable, 4-dimensional) quantum eld theories (QFTs) known by then had





creasing with the scale of the hard process Q
2
. (Actually, this feature was widely believed
to be a general law of nature, and for a good reason | screening + unitarity | as we shall
discuss below.) At the same time, it would be preferable to have it the other way around
so as to be in accord with the parton model, which needs parton-parton interaction to
weaken at small distances (large Q
2
).
Only with the advent of non-Abelian QFTs (and QCD among them) exhibiting an
anti-intuitive asymptotic-freedom behaviour of the coupling, the concept of partons was
to become more than a mere phenomenological model.
2.2 DIS in QCD: Sketch of the Resummation Programme
Neglecting in (2.2) less singular terms, that is those with the power of log less than
that of 
s























The resummation programme for F
( LLA)
was carried out in 1971-72 by Gribov and Li-
patov. In the rst place, the key observation was made that, in QFTs with dimensionless
coupling, predictable logarithmic deviations from the exact Bjorken scaling emerge. Gri-





single-inclusive fragmentation functions are built up from the repetitive occur-
rence of simple rst-order 1 ! 2 splitting processes. Two years later these results were
explicitly formulated by Lipatov in terms of the parton evolution picture.
To cut a long story short, the appearance of the log-enhanced contributions in















































































the squared transverse momenta of produced partons. The LLA contributions


















This is intimately related to the ordering in the lifetime of successive virtual parton
uctuations.
The expressions (2.2) and (2.3) exhibit an unpleasant (or wonderful, according to
taste) feature: they become senseless (diverge) in the zero-quark-mass limit, !0. Well,
when you see a nasty thing happen beyond your reach, you can do no better than make
use of it. This \mass singularity", according to (2.6), occurs in the lower limit of the
k
?
integration of the very rst (and only!) parton branch. Let us drag this misbehaving




































































































where we have combined the internal (n 1) integrals into the same expression that cor-
responds to the previous order in 
s





for the original 
2
















This equation relates the n
th
order of the PT expansion to the previous one. To put this
symbolic relation at work one rst has to recall the satellite x-dependence.
By extracting the rst step one may look upon the rest as DIS o a new \target" |




and a nite fraction z of the initial longitudinal
momentum P . As a result, there appears an additional integration with the probability




























Since a logarithm (like a stick) has two ends, dierentiation over the overall hardness scale
Q
2





















 stands for convolution in the x-space.
2.3 Introducing Parton Distributions
Evolution equations similar to (2.9) emerge for various hard-interaction processes,
DIS being a rank-and-le example. Therefore it is convenient to extract the process-

































































Here A marks an initial parton (quark, antiquark of some avour, or gluon) and B | the
one that directly participates in the hard interaction (the quark that takes an impact from
a lepton in the DIS case). Within the LLA accuracy the hard-interaction cross sections

hard
are very simple as they have to be evaluated at the Born level, 
s
=0. In particular,




















When one moves beyond the LLA, 
hard
B
develops its own PT-series in 
s
, and so does
the evolution matrix H
B
C
. An important feature of (2.10) is that they both remain nite
in the =0 limit, i.e. they are free from \mass singularities" (collinear-safe). This leaves
us with the only momentum scale Q
2
that is relevant for these objects. Therefore it is
natural (and is in fact a direct consequence of the renormalizability of the theory) that




), that determines the PT-expansions
for 
hard
and H, as explicitly stated in (2.10).
This observation takes care of the additional essential source of logarithmic Q
2
-
dependence of parton distributions, i.e. the eect of running QCD coupling. In particular,
the limiting LLA expressions (2.3), which we have written symbolically as if 
s
was truly


























Collinear Factorization. Factorization of collinear (mass) singularities is a wonderful
property of a general nature. The fact that the radiation amplitude for the particle with
the smallest transverse momentum factors out in a universal way, as 1=k
?
, from the
total interaction amplitude goes back to the so-called Gribov bremsstrahlung theorem.
Collinear factorization is not only the basic ingredient of the QCD analysis of inclusive and




structure functions, Drell-Yan cross
sections, etc.; it also helps to develop powerful tools for studying asymptotic properties
of scattering amplitudes and particle form factors. It is one of the milestones of the QCD
parton branching picture in general.
2.4 Collinear and Infra-Red: both, one or none?
According to (2.7), the parton distributions are driven by the collinear physics.
What about the infra-red logs | the soft-enhanced contributions we dealt with in the
rst lecture?
Both: Elastic Cross Sections. We have seen that the energy-integral in the total radi-
ation probability of photon/gluon emission diverges at ! ! 0 (infra-red singularity) and
so does, in the massless charge limit, the integral over the radiation angle ! 0 (collinear
singularity). The solution of the rst | infra-red | \catastrophe" is well known from the
QED context: innitely soft photons cannot be triggered experimentally. Their (innite
positive) contributions to the \inelastic" scattering cross section cancel against corre-
sponding virtual contributions (innite negative corrections) to the non-radiative elastic
channel, order by order in perturbation theory.
The cancellation of soft divergences does not mean that there is no trace of infra-red
physics left in physical observables. The matrix elements for real and virtual corrections
are identical in the soft limit, but the cancellation is limited by the phase space available
for the former. As a result, in observable cross sections the divergent terms are replaced
by nite (but potentially large) log-enhanced contributions whose magnitude depends on
how severely the real radiation is aected by the phase-space restriction. Accompanied by
the collinear enhancements typical for hard interactions (relativistic charges), this leads
to the Double-Log form-factor suppression.
From a general point of view, in the QFT framework there is an interplay between
two tendencies: with Q
2
increasing, new production channels open up (more terms to sum
up; the cross section becomes larger) and, at the same time, the contribution of each given
channel gets suppressed by the form-factor eects (each term decreases; so does the cross
section). In the case of DIS it is x > 0.20{0.25 when the latter eect takes over. In the
region of large Bjorken x (limited inelasticity 1 x 1) the DL suppression (2.3a) shows
up.
It would be premature to conclude that the DL-enhanced corrections are always
\suppression eects". As we shall discuss in the next lecture, in certain cases DL brems-
strahlung rather smears or redistributes cross sections without changing the total proba-
bility of the hard interactions; it may even enhance it. For the time being it will suce
to conclude that physical cross sections are free from infra-red divergences.
Only Collinear: Particle Distributions. The situation with the collinear divergences is
more subtle. They may be there even in inclusive physical observables, provided a charged
particle is present in the initial state (e.g. an \initial" quark/gluon in the PT treatment of





tation functions). The bad news is that gluons are supposed to be massless and the light
quarks (u, d and s) are practically massless when gauged by the characteristic QCD (con-
nement) scale. Therefore, the collinear divergences pose a real problem for perturbative
QCD. However, there is a piece of good news coming: collinear factorization allows one
to absorb these would-be divergences into the (Q
2
-independent, sic!) black box of \initial
parton distributions inside a proton". Since collinear divergences are universal, that is
they do not depend on the process under consideration, the black box is too. The predic-
tive power of PT QCD, although reduced, remains non-zero, provided we consistently use
one and the same \box" for describing the DIS proton structure functions, production of
massive lepton pairs and large-p
t
jets in proton-proton collisions, etc.
None: Collinear-and-Infra-Red-Safe Observables. At yet another level of the hierarchy
there live the observables which are both infra-red- and collinear-safe (CIS). Such quan-
tities are most friendly to the perturbative approach: they can be predicted, order by
order in PT QCD, without encountering divergent integrals (but the standard ultraviolet
divergence disposed of by renormalizing the coupling and the parton masses, if any).
To belong to the CIS clan an observable must be suciently inclusive (to allow
for soft cancellation) and insensitive to collinear parton splitting. Historically the rst





cross section formulated as a probability to have all but the small fraction of the total
hadron energy lie inside the cone of a small opening angle. Later on we shall present
a simple derivation of this quantity. Similar in spirit to the original Sterman-Weinberg
design are the n-jet cross sections.




annihilation, in particular the double-inclusive EEC viewed as a function of the angle
between the two \calorimeters".
Finally, there is a multitude of rather detailed inclusive characteristics of the nite-
state structure that match the CIS criterion: the so-called event shape observables or \jet
shapes". Among them are thrust, oblateness, C-parameter, jet broadening B, etc. These
and other, similar jet-shape characteristics are extracted by analyzing dierent tensor
structures built from the momenta of nite particles.
The general idea is to compare the characteristics of hadronic events measured
in experiment (jet cross sections, EEC, jet shapes, etc.) with those calculated for the
underlying massless parton ensembles drawn on paper. A common feature of the CIS con-
structions is their linearity in particle momenta. This ensures that a potentially dangerous






) does not aect the value of the
observable: z + (1 z) = 1. Given this property, the cancellation between real and virtual
collinear divergences takes place: contributions from a particle A and from its aligned
ospring B + C are identical. Therefore it does not matter whether the splitting really
occurred (+1) or, instead, constituted a virtual uctuation A! B+C ! A ( 1). This




\sphericity"). In such a case a mismatch occurs between the contributions from a virtual




6= 1g resulting in non-compensation
of collinear divergences: the PT predictability (\stability") is lost.
The existence of CIS observables is intimately related to the Bloch-Nordsieck the-
orem stating that quantities such as total cross sections, total decay widths, etc., remain
nite in the massless limit.
2.5 Bloch-Nordsieck Theorem and its Mysterious Extension
The classical example of this powerful statement is the PT corrections to the total




annihilation into hadrons. At suciently large annihilation energy

































the point cross section for the QED annihilation process. Taking account
























+ : : : (2.12)
Written in terms of the running 
s
evaluated at the characteristic hardness scale of the
problem, this series is free from soft/collinear divergences, in accord with the Bloch-
Nordsieck theorem.





qq+ g, formally speaking, is innite as it diverges in both ! and . The virtual correction
to the qq ! qq channel one expects to be negative and innite as well. Since not much
information can be extracted from the combination 1 + ( 1), it is worth trying to
regularize (make nite) each of the two contributions in a consistent way and to observe
how the dependence on the regulator cancels in the sum producing the nite correction
in (2.12). It is possible to restore a nite quark mass, which ensures convergence of the
angular integration, and apply, for the soft divergence, an explicit infra-red cut in the
gluon energy. This is legitimate but not an elegant way of doing since the energy cut is not
Lorentz-invariant. Another technical trick, much appreciated by many QCD practitioners
for the respect it pays to the Lorentz- and gauge-invariance, consists of fussing around with





z=z  1= < 1. The \dimensional regularization", however articial it is, proves
to be a useful tool for performing technically involved high-order calculations.
We shall choose another option, namely to provide a nite mass  to the gluon,
which regularizes both infra-red and collinear divergences in one shot. Let us stress that
by doing this one does not intend to make QCD gluon elds actually massive. (Contrary
to QED, where a photon eld could be perfectly massive, introducing a non-zero gluon
mass term in the QCD Lagrangian would lead to non-renormalizability of the theory
through breaking of the gauge invariance beyond the leading order in 
s
. Invoke the
Higgs mechanism of soft gauge-symmetry breaking, as one does in the SU(2) sector of
the standard model, if you really want to make non-Abelian gluons massive!)
In Fig. 4 the real and virtual contributions are shown, as a function of the ratio
of the gluon \mass" to the annihilation energy, for the coecient of the rst-order PT
















































The Bloch-Nordsieck theorem in its classical version only tells us that the sum is nite,
meaning the ln
2
 and ln  terms in (2.13) are bound to cancel: taking away the regular-










terms that are suppressed by powers of  clearly vanish in this limit, even if they are log-
(DL-)enhanced. Therefore the Bloch-Nordsieck theorem does not care whether such terms
are present in the total cross section or not.
At the same time, inspecting Fig. 4 one observes how at the behaviour of R() is
in the origin and may suspect that the terms linear in  should be absent as well. Indeed, as
was recently noticed by Beneke and Braun, the cancellation of the -dependent corrections
strangely proceeds far beyond the Bloch-Nordsieck wisdom and includes, in addition to
the \guaranteed" singular terms ln
2
+ ln , also the vanishing ones
 ln
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The leading correction R / 
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; f NB: R(1) = 0 g : (2.15)
Is it worth spending any time discussing dependence on the fake gluon mass introduced






+ : : : are concerned, the tiny details of the -behaviour are
indeed irrelevant and may be disregarded.
However, the PT-treatment is intrinsically limited in QFTs. Especially so in QCD.
Here, in addition to slowly varying (logarithmic) corrections to hard observables, given




), one expects connement-driven power terms Q
 n
that
explode at low momentum scales. Keeping this in mind one nds that the -behaviour
can be used to quantify the sensitivity of a given observable to the large-distance physics,
and thus to trigger the expected exponent of the power-suppressed correction due to
connement.
For example, from (2.14) one concludes that the rst power correction to R(W ) at





(look at the rst term non-analytic in ). Such an
eect is obviously negligible.





, which attracts much attention
and was intensively scrutinized by theoreticians for quite a while. It is the value of the




+ u + d ! 

+ hadrons. At every conference
you will see the plot of the running 
s






extracted from the perturbative QCD corrections to R

. How about non-PT eects at
scales (signicantly) lower than 3 GeV
2
? Despite the fact that the problem is far from
being settled, the powerful extended Bloch-Nordsieck cancellation mechanism hints that
potentially large power corrections to R

due to infrared (connement) physics, namely












are likely to be absent.
To give an opposite example of a CIS observable for which a large non-PT power
correction is envisaged, let us mention the mean value of thrust. In the two-particle
kinematics (two massless quarks, two narrow jets) 1 T vanishes. The PT gluon radiation
makes jets wider and leads to

















Sensitivity of this quantity to the large-distance domain, triggered by the fake-gluon-mass
machinery, proves to be at the level of
p







case. As a result, a signicant power correction linear in inverse energy emerges:






with the value of the numerator extracted from experiment. Such a slow decrease makes
the non-PT eects in thrust (as well as in some other jet shapes) essential even at LEP
energies. The theoretical problem of marrying PT and non-PT contributions is there, and
a delicate one.
At this point we should stop an intervention into hot, undeveloped theoretical
issues, provoked by CIS observables, and return to the main stream: soft- and collinear-
enhanced PT contributions, resummation problems, and the QCD parton picture.
Lecture 3. LLA AS \ZERO-ORDER APPROXIMATION"
LLA for DIS (and for similar SL problems) may be treated as an improved \zero
approximation" of the PT analysis, in the sense that we need to perform all-order resum-
mation of the LLA series (2.1b) in order to have a mismatch between the exact structure


























= 1 : (3.1)
In other words, a resummation of the leading logs is necessary in order to predict the
answer with a controllable relative accuracy.
For the DL-problems characterized by the PT-series of the type (2.1a), constructing
such a \zero approximation" proves to be more subtle a problem since the subleading SL-
corrections substantially aect the asymptotic behaviour as well. Keeping track of essential
Slogs is not a simple task to perform in the presense of overwhelming Dlogs!
In recent years asymptotically exact PT-predictions in the \DL+SL" environment





initiated processes. Among them are
{ inclusive energy spectra of soft particles in jets and
{ preasymptotic eects in the KNO multiplicity uctuation pattern,





{ transverse and longitudinal momentum distributions of massive lepton pairs produced
in hadron collisions (the Drell-Yan process),
{ jet rates and average jet multiplicities, etc.
All the more surprising it may seem that these technically involved results can be repro-
duced on the back of an envelope exploiting one's physical intuition. To develop such an
ergonomic intuition one has to make an acquaintance with three major ingredients of the
QCD parton picture:
{ probabilities of basic parton splittings,
{ parton form factors and
{ running coupling.
In the rest of this lecture we will concentrate on the rst of these items.
3.1 Parton Branching
The elementary parton splitting functions describe decay probabilities averaged
(summed up) over colours and polarizations of parent (ospring) partons. These functions
play the role of \Hamiltonian" (x-depending kernels) of the evolution equation (2.10) for
the LLA parton distributions.
3.1.1 The Way it Flows
























with z the longitudinal momentum fraction carried by the parton B. In the DIS envi-
ronment the initial parton A with a negative (space-like) virtuality decays into B[z] with






j and a positive virtuality (time-like)
C[1 z]. The parton C generates a subjet of secondary partons (! hadrons) in the nal
state. As long as the process is inclusive, that is that no details of the nal-state structure











j. The same is true for the initial parton A.
Splitting can be viewed as a large momentum-transfer process of scattering (turn-
over) of a \real" target parton A into a \real" C on the external eld mediated by
high-virtuality B. At the next step of evolution it is B's turn to play a role of a next
target B  A
0






j, and so on.
Successive parton decays with step-by-step increasing space-like virtualities (trans-
verse momenta) constitute the picture of parton wave-function uctuations inside the
proton. The sequence proceeds until the overall hardness scale Q
2
is reached.
A similar picture emerges for the time-like branching processes determining the




annihilation. Here the ow of
hardness is opposite to that in DIS: evolution starts from a highly virtual quark with posi-
tive virtuality, originating from the e.m. vertex, while time-like virtualities of its products
(\quasi-real" with respect to predecessors; \high-virtuality" with respect to ospring)
degrade.
It is important to notice, however, that the ow of energy (longitudinal momentum)
is governed, in the LLA, by the same functions 
BC
A
: it does not matter that now, in
contrast to space-like evolution, A is the \virtual" one and B and C are \real".
In the time-like case the longitudinal phase space is symmetric in ospring parton



















The choice of the transverse momentum squared in eqs. (3.2) and as an argument of
running coupling will be explained in the last lecture.
3.1.2 Fluctuation Time and Evolution Times: Coherence
An attentive reader has noticed that we wrote the phase space dierently: for the
space-like case (3.2a) in terms of transverse momentum k
?
and for the time-like evolution






are proportional for xed z. We have made this distinction to stress an impor-






An appearance of the angle as a proper evolution parameter in (3.2b) is readily
understood: it is a consequence of the Angular Ordering. Should we not order soft ac-
companying radiation in angles for the case of space-like scattering as well, as we have
discussed in the rst lecture? Yes, we should (and better do). However, speaking of the
space-like evolution of the initial parton system our aim is dierent, namely to describe,
in probabilistic terms, the inclusive DIS cross section, a quantity that could not care less
about the nite-state structure and that of soft accompaniment in particular.
To be honest, within the LLA framework it does not make much sense to argue











the total parton virtuality)
does a better job: these choices dier by subleading terms formally negligible from the












 1) when numer-
ically small values of the Bjorken x are concerned. (The word \numerically" stands here
as a warning for not confusing this kinematical region with a \parametrically" small x,
such that 
s




-ordering proves to be the one that takes care of potentially disturbing
corrections (3.3) in all orders and in this sense becomes a preferable choice for constructing
the probabilistic scheme for single-inclusive parton distributions in DIS.
It is instructive to see how this comes about.















































































































the 4-momenta of A and B are space-like, all terms in (3.6) are positive. B being an
intermediate virtual state, k
2
B
enters in the Feynman denominators in the matrix element.
The collinear-log contribution arises upon integration over k
2
?
, over the region where the














































This shows that the LLA contributions originate from the sequence of branchings well
separated in the uctuation time (3.8). Invoking the local-scattering analogy (recall A!
C on the \external eld" B), we can say that the classical picture naturally implies \fast
scattering": probing time 
B
much smaller than the lifetime(s) of the \target" before (
A
)
and after the scattering occurs (
C
).
Assembling a \ladder" of successive parton splittings i = 1; 2 : : : ; n, and tracing
the space-like parton state the n
th





























problem. Equation (3.7) relates virtuality and
transverse momentum of the \t-channel" parton after the i
th
splitting with the relative




















The latter approximation is made by remembering that, because of cancellation between
real and virtual contributions in inclusive parton distributions (DIS structure functions),
the soft s-channel radiation 1   z
i
 1 does not matter (as long as we stay away from
the quasi-elastic kinematics, 1   x 1, where it does).
The two-dimensional emission angle (the angle between C and A) can be written














































We are in a position to compare dierent orderings. It is straightforward to get

































 : : :  z
n
 1 prescriptions (3.13) are essentially equivalent since each decay
fraction stays nite, z
i












Figure 5: Valence and sea contributions to deep inelastic lepton-quark scattering
The multigluon \ladders" provide longitudinally enhanced contributions / ln z
i
,
which combine with the ln z
i
factors from the collinear-integration phase space to produce,






between the options (3.13).
So, which one is correct? The rst two prescriptions are more liberal than the last
(correct!) one: they both allow for disordered transverse momentum congurations. For


















-ordering is violated. The truth is, this region does not contribute to the
answer, the reason being quantum mechanical coherence.
Consider a two-step process shown by the rst graph in Fig.6. Let the second decay













 1 or hard, z
1













the time-ordering is still intact, which means that the momentum k
2
is transferred fast

























































thus have a compact state propagating through the eld that is smooth at distances of
the order of the size of the system. In such circumstances the eld cannot resolve the




in the rst two graphs of Fig. 6, scatter coherently with the total amplitude identical
and opposite in sign to that for scattering of the initial state P (the last graph): inelastic
breakup does not occur.
This general physical phenomenon is due to Gribov, who has proved that the
diractive deuteron splitting vanishes in the forward kinematics and used this as an ar-
gument in favour of the so-called weak-Reggeon-coupling regime based on the vanishing
of inelastic processes in the k
?
! 0 limit. In our context the cancellation between the
amplitudes of Fig. 6 in region (3.15) is a direct consequence of conservation of the colour
current.
3.2 Relating Parton Splittings










































































































































Parton splitting functions have the following remarkable symmetry properties.
Parton Exchange results in an obvious relation between probabilities to nd decay







(1  z) : (3.18a)
Drell-Levy-Yan Crossing Relation emerges when one links together two splitting




















the spin of particle A. Strictly speaking, the crossing z ! 1=z relates the space-
like and time-like evolution kernels, and vice versa, V $ V . Representing (3.18b) in terms











from QED textbooks, reconstruct V
G
F
by exchanging the decay products
(3.18a), and then obtain V
F
G
using the crossing (3.18b). This is the way to generate all
three splitting functions relevant for QED (3.17a){(3.17c). The last gluon-gluon splitting
function (3.17d) transforms into itself under both (3.18a) and (3.18b). The more surprising
















This relation exploits the existence of the supersymmetric QFT closely related to real
QCD. In the SUSY-QCD, \quark" and \gluon" belong to the same (adjoint) representa-







(3.16)). Bearing this in mind one can spell out (3.18c) as an equality between the total
probabilities of \quark" and \gluon" decays. The fact that it holds identically in z means
that there is an innite number of non-trivial conservation laws in this theory!
Even this is not the end of the story.
Conformal Invariance leads to a number of relations (involving derivatives) between





















The general character of the symmetry properties makes them practically useful when
studying subleading eects in parton distributions where one faces technically dicult
calculations. For example, the supersymmetric QCD analogue had been used to choose
between two contradictory calculations in the next-to-LLA (the two-loop anomalous di-
mensions). We illustrate the idea by another example of the most advanced next-to-next-
to-leading result obtained by Ganey and Mueller for the ratio of mean parton multiplic-







































































is the gluon \colour charge" (Casimir operator of the adjoint representation












the number of fermions (quarks and antiquarks of n
f
avours).
Problem P.14 Show that in \supersymmetric QCD", parton multiplicities in
quark and gluon jets are equal, as expected.
3.3 Constructing Polarized Splitting Kernels
We discussed the splitting functions summed (averaged) over polarizations of the
ospring (parent) partons. There is a mnemonic rule which is even more informative as
it provides transition probabilities for dierent polarization states.
Either quark or gluon can be in two helicity states =1. To be denite, let us
x the initial parton helicity to be positive. Then, the following nal states are allowed
















































plus the states one obtains exchanging z $ (1 z). Each of them is described by a simple




. To nd the exponents, the following intuitively simple
rule applies. Consider the limit z ! 1. A turns into B (while C is very soft and may
be forgotten for a minute). The probability of such a decay should be more and more
suppressed as the missing angular momentum in the transition from A to B grows. The
initial angular momentum projection is s
A
(remember, we have chosen 
A













. Applying the same consideration










 (1   z)
 1+2S




















Here S is the dierence of \spin projections" of initial and nal particles.















































































































Taken together, contributions of two polarization channels give us unpolarized splitting
functions (3.17a){(3.17c).
Exercise E.15 Apply the rule (3.20) to split the unpolarized gluon-gluon kernel
into xed helicity channels.
Problem P.16 Imagine the gluon was a scalar eld. The coupling between
fermions and scalar \gluons" is dimensionless, so that this QFT pos-
sesses collinear logs and, thus, LLA parton branching as well. Apply
(3.20) to construct q ! qg
s




! qq splitting functions
(NB: contrary to QED/QCD vector coupling, the scalar one always ips
\quark" helicity).
Problem P.17 Verify the symmetry relations (3.18) in QFT with fermion-scalar
interaction.
Lecture 4. DOUBLE LOGS
In this lecture we return to discussion of the double-logarithmically-enhanced radiative
eects.
The ro^le of multiple bremsstrahlung is eventually threefold. DL eects lead to
1. Form-factor suppression of exclusive channels when radiation is either explicitly ve-
toed or does not get enough available phase space,
2. Damping and smearing of sharp structures in Born (non-radiative) cross sections due
to implicit dynamical restrictions upon accompanying radiation, and, sometimes, to









lation at extremely high energies).
4.1 Elastic Form Factors
We start by considering again an elementary QED scattering process, this time



























= u ; s+ t+u = 0 (neglecting particle masses).
Beyond the Born approximation the scattering amplitude acquires radiative corrections
due to virtual photon exchanges. Instead of calculating explicitly virtual corrections, one
can alternatively look at the real soft photon radiation probability. In the one-photon
















































charges of colliding particles in electron units.









(24) which we studied in the rst lecture, also interference terms proportional to the


























































Upon integration over photon angles (see (5.10)) the dierential energy spectrum of soft








































The rst two terms look as \personal belongings" of A and B, while the last contribution
is due to the mutual inuence of charges and has no factorized form. The rst two are
collinear-singular (and we know that the collinear factorization keeps the logm
2
terms
\private" indeed). The third term is collinear-nite.
Since bremsstrahlung photons do not disturb the kinematics of the basic process,














stands for the total energy-integrated one-photon emission probability. Therefore














Forward Scattering. In this case, s jtj, we have  u = s+ t  s, and the interference















































As a result, the virtual suppression factor (4.4) naturally splits into the product of inde-


















































Large Angle Scattering. The interference plays, however, an important ro^le for large
scattering angles, in which case the DL-suppression of the cross section starts to depend
essentially on the relative sign of incoming particle charges and, therefore, can no longer
be expressed in terms of the product of \private" form factors.
A physical reason for such a dependence to appear is quite simple. Consider an
extreme situation when incoming charges are scattered backwards, so that  u  s + t
becomes relatively small.








































The backward kinematics would mean substituting muon for electron in the direction




in the opposite direction 2  3.
We observe that (4.7a) is t$ u symmetric. The accompanying radiation does not
care whether an electron remained intact (small jtj) or was substituted by a muon (small
juj), as long as the charge keeps moving roughly in the same direction with roughly the
same velocity. In relativistic situations, both e and  move practically with the speed of
light. Their Coulomb-eld coats are indistinguishable. Thus, what happens in the case of
relativistic backward e-scattering is a smooth substitution of one core-charge by another
(equal) one, which replacement remains unnoticed by the accompanying virtual photon
cloud and, therefore, does not disturb the latter. No intensive radiation emerges at juj 
m
2
, similar to the forward case, jtj  m
2
.








































Now the backward kinematics (small juj) means substituting a positive charge (
+
) in the
electron direction and vice versa. One would expect such a transformation to be strongly




elds are \opposite" (if you take my meaning)
and can no longer be smoothly adjusted without producing an intensive bremsstrahlung
shake-o.
Let us notice that for large-angle scattering, jtj  juj  s, with the DLA accuracy,




















; jtj  juj  s : (4.8)
However, in the small-juj limit, juj  m
2



















; jtj ' s: (4.9)
This results in twice stronger a suppression than for the large-angle scattering case (4.8).
4.2 Particle and Cross-Channel Form Factors
Have we lost a possibility to express the elastic scattering suppression in terms of
form factors? The answer is no. An intuitive physical picture based on the relation between
virtual radiative eects and non-emission probabilities can be rescued at the expense of
introducing additional form factors responsible for the suppression of large-angle radiation
due to \t-channel" and \u-channel" charges.
Actually, we have seen already in the QCD environment that quark scattering o a
colourful eld results in additional coherent bremsstrahlung at  > 
s
, which is comple-
mentary to narrow bremsstrahlung cones around initial- and nal-quark directions. The
intensity of this additional radiation was shown to be proportional to the colour-charge of
the t-channel (gluon) exchange. Let us see how the coherent cross-channel radiation (and
thus the form factors) appears in our QED context.



































































are the values of charge-transfer in the cross channels.
As a result, the suppression factor can be represented as a product of four private form
factors of participating charges F
i









































































One can express the result in terms of proper and large-angle bremsstrahlung cones by























becomes the smallest of two angles, between an initial and a nal particles.


































































for   u s ;  t  s :
Let me remind you that the square brackets in (4.16a) mean that the logarithmic angular
integral includes, strictly speaking, the dead-cone subtraction unit (see the rst lecture).
Equations (4.13){(4.16) provide simple eective tools for constructing all-order DL
suppression factors for 2! 2 elementary QED and QCD processes.










There is no charge transfer in cross-channels, and the DL suppression is given by the




























case one has instead
Q
t
= 0 ; Q
u
= 2 :





when the \scattering angle" (4.15) vanishes. However, in the backward kinematics,
juj  m
2
, one has to additionally suppress the large-angle radiation caused by the double-






; 2  (2)
2
= 8 :
This explains the phenomenon of super-suppression (4.9).
Before we conclude this general discussion and turn to practically interesting ex-
amples let us formulate our probabilistic recipe:
For a given hard-scattering process, calculate the probability w
1
of natural
bremsstrahlung accompaniment and exponentiate  w
1
to obtain the double log-
arithmic suppression of the elastic channel.
The word natural in this motto deserves some attention: there is a subtlety concerning
large-angle coherent radiation.
Process-Dependent Limitation of X-Channel Radiation. We were dealing with soft
radiation without actually specifying the meaning of being soft. It was implicit throughout
our considerations that bremsstrahlung does not aect the cross section of the basic
scattering process. (This is the meaning of being soft, of being \natural".) In kinematical












(Rutherford scattering) : (4.17a)
For large-angle scattering (as well as for scattering backwards) the cross section is very







; jtj ' s : (4.17b)




s has no eect upon it. The situation
changes when jtj is taken to be small. In such a case (4.17a) exhibits a strong small-t
enhancement, so that radiating even a relatively soft (small-energy) photon may disturb
the tuned kinematics and push the cross section away from the forward peak. Such radia-
tion does not count as \natural". To prevent it, one has to make sure that the transverse








We immediately observe that the particle form factors do respect this \naturality": the
proper bremsstrahlung cones have opening angles   
s
, which, together with ! < E,
ensures (4.18). However, for the coherent large-angle radiation responsible for the X-
channel form factor, this condition is no longer automatically satised. For the particular
process under consideration this does not matter, since the t-enhanced Rutherford cross





The additional limitation upon the large-angle radiation (4.18) has to be imposed
by hand when the dierential cross section peaks in the channel where a non-zero charge
is transferred.
Problem P.19 Find the DL suppression of the Compton scattering cross section




































) might be, and what it got to do with
running e.m. coupling?)
4.3 QCD Form Factors and Reggeization
It is straightforward to apply our wisdom to QCD scattering processes. Consider
elastic QCD parton scattering with momentum transfer larger than the characteristic
connement scale, tu=s 
2
. To construct the elastic suppression we have to write down
parton form factors and to analyse the X-channel contribution. The particles involved
could be quarks or gluons or any other (point-like, structureless) colour objects. In general,






























































the proper colour factor (\squared colour charge"). We have identically rewritten
the angular integral in terms of k
?
and supplied the latter with the lower boundary k
?
> 
below which the quark-gluon picture ceases to work.
Gluon Exchange. The cross-channel term is process-dependent. Let it be AB ! AB






























































The upper limit of the k
?





, originates from the angular restriction   
s
. Exponentiating (4.21)



























































In the Regge theory framework the scattering amplitude in the kinematical region s jtj
is written as











with R the s-independent factorized \residues" and (t) the Regge trajectory of the t-


















Thus we conclude that the suppression of large-angle coherent bremsstrahlung is respon-
sible for the large-t asymptote of the gluon Regge trajectory:

G





(t) ; jtj  
2
: (4.24)















; s juj  
2
;
which is dominated by the u-channel quark exchange (cf. Problem P.19). Once again,
we have a small-angle scattering, but with 
s
 1 standing now for the angle between
the initial quark and the nal gluon. The only dierence with the previously considered



















































(u) ; juj  
2
: (4.26)
A rigorous QCD derivation of these results involves a sophisticated perturbative technique
of \infra-red evolution equations" for parton-scattering amplitudes.
We conclude that our naive probabilistic approach is capable of reproducing such
a non-trivial anti-intuitive phenomenon as the Reggeization of quarks and gluons.
4.4 Sterman-Weinberg 2-Jet Cross Section





energy W = 2E conned inside the cone of half-angle .
According to our probabilistic logic, the fraction of such events can be obtained
by vetoing radiation of a gluon with the energy fraction z = !=E   at relatively large
angles   . In this problem we have only two hard radiators, namely qq developing into
a pair of two \narrow" hadron jets. The answer reads
R(; ) = F
2
q



























In the DLA one only keeps track of small z and , and the DL estimate for the 2-jet
fraction becomes simply







ln  ln 

: (4.28)
Intuition beyond DLA. It is worth while to mention that the intuitive probabilistic
logic works even beyond the DLA. To account for subleading eects one needs to make
three natural renements:



























Choosing this variable we accurately account for numerically large angles   1.
This region contributes at the SL level (no collinear log; ln  intact).
2. A complementary SL correction (no soft log; ln  intact) is recovered by substituting













(z) = dz C
F




3. Finally, formally subleading but practically important corrections emerge from the
proper argument of the running coupling in (4.27). It turns into the gluon transverse







W  = (zE)  k
?
: (4.31a)
A similar result can be easily written for two \narrow" gluon jets produced by a
colourless point source. In this case to obtain the correct answer with an SL accuracy we
must veto not only the radiation g ! gg but the gluon splitting into quarks as well, that
































Exercise E.20 Verify that there is no typo in the r.h.s. of (4.32).
The gluon-decay probability deserves a closer look.




























+ O() : (4.33)
Does it ring a bell? Sure it does. The constant piece in (4.33) is nothing but the leading












































This is certainly not a coincidence.
4.5 Gluon Decay and the Running 
s
You learned, or at least heard for sure, that in hard processes an interaction strength
(eective or \running") coupling emerges depending on the characteristic momentum
transfer (characteristic distances involved). For example, vacuum corrections to virtual













Interaction at large distances ((0) = 1=137) is screened, therefore (t) > (0). From this
very picture it becomes natural that running of the coupling is intimately related to the










decay. Indeed, disregarding non-Abelian N
c
-pieces in (4.33) and substituting T
R
 1 one






























the (charge-weighted) number of fermions polarizing the QED vacuum.
The fact that  increases at small distances is driven by positivity of the photon
decay probability. If so, how on earth does an anti-screening emerge in non-Abelian theo-
ries like QCD? There is no formal contradiction because the total gluon decay probability
is still positive, and very much so: an infra-red-divergent term makes it innite! Buried
under this positive innity is the negative constant (4.34). The truth is, the soft innity
is carefully compensated by the non-Abelian vertex correction graphs, which describe the
propagation of a gluon (remember, a \charged" object!) in the colour Coulomb eld of
































The Sterman-Weinberg 2-jet cross section (4.27) is an example of a CIS quantity
which, in the region of small  and , has an exponential DL suppression caused by the
veto upon natural bremsstrahlung accompaniment. For another example let us discuss
the dierential thrust distribution for large T values, 1 T  1. Physics here is basically
the same, but the veto is not as explicit as in the previous case: it is indirectly imposed
by our wish to have the nal hadrons in a specic nearly-two-jet geometry.
For a two-parton qq state the thrust (the maximized sum of the moduli of the lon-
gitudinal projection of particle momenta, in units of W ) is obviously 1. Taking account
of parton branching, T starts to deviate from unity. Since T is a CIS measure (neither
collinear nor soft splittings aects its value; see the previous lecture), one expects regu-
lar perturbative series in 
s
for the T -distribution of events. Large values of T remain





= (1  T ) (4.36a)
in the rst order in 
s




























Since the dierential distribution (4.36) upon integration over T should produce 1, an
appearance of the tail (4.36b) implies the order-
s
double logarithmic subtraction cor-
rection to the Born term (4.36a). Order by order, the DL form-factor suppression builds
up. Our technology allows us to write down the nal all-order resummed answer. To do
that we have to analyse the kinematics of single gluon bremsstrahlung o the qq pair and
exponentiate the total probability of radiation in the forbidden region.
For a three-particle ensemble the preferable direction is that of the most energetic









quark and gluon angles with respect to this axis. For the purpose of extracting





 1. From the equality of quark and gluon transverse momenta,
p
?q























Adding together longitudinal momentum projections of three partons, we estimates the
deviation of the thrust value from unity in terms of gluon variables as
1  T = 1  
E + (E   !)  cos 
q















Problem P.22 Derive a general formula for the thrust of the 3-parton system






Now it is time to construct the veto:
w
1



















  4E(1 T )) : (4.38)
Turning to multi-gluon radiation, we interpret exp( w
1
) as the probability that none of
the gluons pushes the event below a given T . In the DLA it is equivalent to saying that
all together don't do that. Thus we get an integrated probability that 1  T
0
of the event


















< 2W (1   T )) : (4.39)











(T )g : (4.40)
This result can be easily generalized by taking into proper account the large-angle region,






All along our excursion into the realm of logs we have been using QED as a solid
testing ground. In reality, one rarely needs higher orders in QED, except for few well
known top-precision quantities such as g   2 or so.
For the last illustration of the probabilistic DL technology, I have chosen an al-
most unique example of QED phenomenon for which the all-order resummation is vitally
important.




















(W ) / ImB
0




2(M  W )  i 
(4.41)
with C the non-resonant part of the cross section.
In reality J= production is much dierent from a pure Breit-Wigner, the position
of the peak, its height and the very energy shape of (W ) being strongly aected by
multiple photon bremsstrahlung. As a result, high-order radiative QED corrections play
a crucial role in the experimental determination of resonance mass, its total and partial
widths.
The reason is quite simple. In the course of neutral meson production two extremely
relativistic charges abruptly leave the stage. Therefore one would expect a certain amount
of accompanying radiation to occur. Previously we stressed that soft radiation eects are
bound to cancel in inclusive quantities such as total cross sections, as far as one does not
intend to directly \measure" those bremsstrahlung quanta. However, as we have discussed
in the previous lecture, one should pay more attention to the notion of being \soft", in
particular cases where the cross section is a sharp function ofW , containing, in the present
case, an extra small parameter   W .
Indeed, in the vicinity of the resonance, photon radiation with ! >   can no longer
be treated as truly \soft" from the point of view of real/virtual compensation ideology:
real emission of such a photon, contrary to a virtual one, seriously aects the resonant
cross section by producing a substantial recoil eect.
Taking account of the multiple emission of photons with !
i
 W , the invariant

























)  (W   !)
2
:




eects) it is the aggregate
energy ! carried away by bremsstrahlung photons that only matters kinematically. Let
f(!) be the corresponding dierential distribution. Then the meson production cross





d! f(!)  
BW
(W   !) : (4.42)
The distribution f(!) we need to know may be looked upon as a dierential of the integral

















In the DLA the latter quantity reduces to the probability that each photon has !
i
< !.



































) describes a single photon radiation (with !
0
the photon energy) and the factor
2 accounts for bremsstrahlung o two initial charges; F
e
is the electron form factor with











We have the product of two probability factors:









, with photon energies larger than that.

































































Substituting (4.44b) into the convolution formula (4.42) we observe that the !-integral is
determined by the region !  jW  M j ;  W and well converges. Therefore the exact
upper limit does not matter and may be extended up to 1 to produce the following nice
result:
Exercise E.23 Derive








The small perturbation parameter  in (4.44b) gets enhanced by the collinear log. This













(it goes without saying that the above analysis and formulae





Enjoy the beauty of (4.45) by studying how radiative corrections aect the position
and the height of the resonance.
Radiative eects in J= production not only damp the Breit-Wigner peak. They
also essentially enhance the cross section to the right from the resonance, W  M   .




energy exceeds the mass of the resonance, it pays back to reduce
the eective annihilation energy by shaking o a photon in the initial state. Despite the
smallness of the e.m. coupling, returning to the resonant energyW
eff
=M there is a gain
in the cross section. This phenomenon is known as the \radiative tail".
Instead of Conclusion
Here the real story starts.
{ Now you should be able to produce, in two lines, the  behaviour of the yield of
lepton pairs with large invariant masses, Q
2
=s =   1, produced in qq annihilation.
{ Another two lines will give you the valence quark distribution in the quasi-elastic
limit x! 1 as measured in DIS.
{ This will immediately explain a \strange enhancement" in the Drell-Yan formula




production cross section in terms of the product of two DIS
quark distributions, the so-called K-factor:













{ Given your experience, now it sould not be dicult for you to understand why the












annihilation into the back-to-back calorimeters.
{ You should be able to answer, without any calculation, why C-even heavy particles
(quarkonia, for example) produced in hadron-hadron collisions via gluon-gluon fusion
must have \twice" as broad transverse momentum spectra than the Drell-Yan pairs
of the same mass;






jets at the Tevatron is still \twice" as broad.
{ You should feel comfortable, estimating probabilities of all kind of \holes", \gaps" in




annihilation events with a given jet topology;
{ should have no problem explaining both global qualitative features and subtleties of
the event distributions; for example, why (I guess) a nearly maximal oblateness is
relatively rare compared with a nearly maximal thrust etc.
If, at least partially, the above you should...-s will be spelled out as I am...-s, then the
aim of these lectures will have been reached.
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5. Solutions to Exercises and Problems
Solution E.1
(kj) = 0 identically; (k) = 0 because of k
2
= 0. For an o-mass-shell photon,
k
2
6= 0, you should keep k
2

























































































































































































































































k=!, the unit vector in the photon direction. Summing over
















































































where we have omitted the irrelevant common phase factor (see, however, P.10).
Here ~v
?
is the 2-vector in the plane transversal to the photon direction ~n, and
v
jj


























(1  v cos )
2
: (5.1)











d cos  ;
so that the three terms of (5.1) give

2








h 1i =  1 ; (5.2b)
*
  (1   v
2
)
(1  v cos )
2
+
=  1 : (5.2c)
It is the rst term related to the broad \Bremsstrahlung Cone" region (1.27b)










The origin of the last two contributions is quite dierent. Equation (5:2b) =  1
is due to large radiation angles,   1, while (5:2c) =  1 is determined by the
very narrow interval of parametrically small angles   
0
 1, that is by the
\Dead Zone".
Solution P.5




















is based on the observation that the photon energy ! scales under the Lorentz







are invariant by themselves. (The upper limit of the ! integration would be
dierent for dierent reference frames, but in the soft approximation we won't
care much about this.) Therefore (5.3) may be calculated in an arbitrary frame.



























































Let us rst integrate over the azimuth and then over the polar angle of the










































































is the second integration variable.



































































































































  1 : (5.6)
The remaining x-integration is trivial and immediately leads to (1.35).
Solution E.7











































Then, for the values of 
12
not specially close to 0 (for angles between the charges










































  2 + O(1  v
i
) : (5.8)







  2 + O(1  v
i
) ;
































Make use of the experience you gained by solving P.6.
Solution P.9
Let us denote the octet colour index of the \external" gluon eld by V . Then
the classical current for the emission of an additional gluon in the colour state











































The radiation amplitude now bears two colour indices V and a. A pair of gluons
attached to the quark line may be in three dierent colour states as a whole,
namely in singlet and two octet (symmetric and antisymmetric) states. Making
























































































To nd emission probability we need to sum the squared amplitude over colours.




























































































































belongs to the Born (non-radiative) cross sec-




























































































To complete the calculation you need to get rid of the dots that formally separate
amplitudes and amplitudes conjugated in dN / jAj
2
. When dealing with QED
radiation we were free to choose either the language of physical polarizations or
an arbitrary gauge for photon eld (e.g. the Feynman gauge) to calculate
































6= 0. Therefore one must stick to the physical polariza-







































The initial and nal electron currents (1.8) now acquire dierent phases due to




. The relative phase








given by (1.10b). As a result
























To make our pedagogical setup more realistic, imagine that it was the formation
of a meta-stable (resonant) state that caused the delay. In such a case the delay-





























































This property can be checked explicitly by evaluating the angular average of the
coherent distribution (1.30) over 
12






















































  4  hR
indep.
i :
The easiest way, however, is to verify a stronger property, namely that the in-
terference eects vanish already after integration over the direction of one of the
daughter particles is performed. Indeed, let us x the directions of the photon,
~n, and of one of the leptons, ~v
1
, and calculate the integral over the direction of
~v
2












































. As a result, there is no ! (and thus  
W
) dependence left in the photon
multiplicity (1.51).
Solution P.12











































result the coherent radiation term in (1.51) becomes negligible in this limit:
hR
coher.




























which vanishes when !=  ! 0. Two oppositely charged leptons moving in the
same direction with equal velocities form a dipole with a nite characteristic
longitudinal size   
 1
due to the uncertainty in the acceleration times of the









cannot resolve such a dipole (left picture below) and feels only the total charge





































































































































You tried and failed? I would, if I were you. The subtlety is that the \quark" here
is the Majorana fermion (identical to the \antiquark"), so that the total number
of qq avour states is 2n
f
= 1. Now it works. Corrections to the multiplicity
ratio vanish. Don't they?
Solution E.15




























































+ (1   z)
4
z (1   z)
 2






































= 1 : (5.14b)
Solution P.17












(z) = 1 :








= 0). Even the supersymmetry relation (3.18c) holds! Guess why.
Solution P.18



































































































































































































































the charge transfers in the cross channels.
Solution P.19
For the Compton scattering process,
Q
t
= 0 ; Q
u
= 1 :







In the backward region, juj  s, where the scattering cross section is much

































































The g ! gg splitting results in two identical particles in the nal state. Therefore
one has to supply the total z-integrated decay probability with the symmetry
factor (1=2!). Being symmetric in ospring momenta, 
g
g
(z) is singular both at
z = 0 and z = 1. Instead of symmetrizing the energy cut-o in (4.27) it is natural




































































+ E  cos
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) + sin 
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(1 + cos 
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2(M  W + !)  i 
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